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TODAY’S DATE: ______________ 

PREPARED FOR: _____________________ RELATIONSHIP: ______________________________________ 

ON THE LIFE OF: _____________________ SEX:        M         F 

CURRENT AGE: _____________________ SMOKER:        No     Yes 

HEALTH:  _____________________ (excellent, good, average, poor) 

WANT 

$ ___________________ 

$ ___________________ 

$ ___________________ 

$ ___________________ 

$ ___________________ 

$ ___________________ 

$ ___________________ 

$ ___________________ 

$ ___________________ 

$ ___________________ 

$ ___________________ 

IMMEDIATE EXPENSES 

Funeral1 ($10,000) 

Relocation 

Cash Reserve 

Short Term Debt 

Long Term Debt 

Other: ________________________ 

PRE-FUNDING GOALS 

Income Replacement (see next page) 

Education Fund2 (varies; see footnote) 

Home Purchase 

Retirement & Health Care Funds3 

Other: ________________________ 

      (charity, key person, buy/sell) 

$ ___________________   Total Need 

$ ___________________ - Existing Insurance & other Liquidity4

$ ___________________ INSURANCE NEEDED

Addressing your family needs in the event of premature death can be challenging and certainly personal, as 

your desires to meet important financial obligations or fulfill family goals are unique. The inventory below is 

designed to help you start the process and provide a financial measure for those elements most important 

to you. After going through this and subsequent steps in this questionnaire, you’ll get a personalized

summary that will help guide the life insurance discussion with your advisor.   

Part I: How Much Will you Need?

1 According to the National Funeral Directors Association the average cost in 2019 of a funeral with cremation is $6,645 and with burial is $7,640, and 
when adding in the cost of a vault, something required by many cemeteries, the cost rises to $9,135. It is recommended th at $12-15,000 be set aside to 
help cover other additional costs such as cemetery plot, monument or marker. 

2 According to the College Board, Trends in College Pricing 2019, total costs including tuition, room, board, fees, books and supplies, transportation and 
other expenses for school year 2019-2020: Technical 2-year school: $12,720; Public, in state 4-year school: $21,950; Public, out of state 4-year school: 
$38,330; Private, 4-year school: $49,870. 

3 Fidelity estimates retiree health care costs for a couple retiring in 2020 at $295,000. This amount does not include long-term care, dental, or over the 
counter medication costs. 

4 If using investment assets as a source of other liquidity you might want to use a conservative value to account for market fluctuations.



* Discounting is a method used to determine the principal amount needed today to provide for a future amount. For example,

if you need $1,000 one year from now you would need only $971 of principal growing at rate of 3% today. The mathematical

equation for determining the discount factor in this example would be $1,000/(1.0 + .03) = $971.

%

Minus %

Equals %

yrs.

Times  $

Equals  $

Years 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7%

1 0.990 0.980 0.971 0.962 0.952 0.943 0.935

2 1.970 1.942 1.913 1.886 1.859 1.833 1.808

3 2.941 2.884 2.829 2.775 2.723 2.673 2.624

4 3.902 3.808 3.717 3.630 3.546 3.465 3.387

5 4.853 4.713 4.580 4.452 4.329 4.212 4.100

6 5.795 5.601 5.417 5.242 5.076 4.917 4.767

7 6.728 6.472 6.230 6.002 5.786 5.582 5.389

8 7.652 7.325 7.020 6.733 6.463 6.210 5.971

9 8.566 8.162 7.786 7.435 7.108 6.802 6.515

10 9.471 8.983 8.530 8.111 7.722 7.360 7.024

15 13.865 12.849 11.938 11.118 10.830 9.712 9.108

20 18.046 16.351 14.877 13.590 12.462 11.470 10.594

25 22.023 19.523 17.413 15.622 14.094 12.783 11.654

30 25.808 22.396 19.600 17.292 15.372 13.765 12.409

35 29.409 24.999 21.487 18.665 16.374 14.498 12.948

40 32.835 27.355 23.115 19.793 17.159 15.046 13.332

45 36.095 29.490 24.519 20.720 17.774 15.456 13.606

Discount Factors to Replace Current Annual Income*

Hypothetical Rate of Return on Death Benefit

Hypothetical Rate of Inflation

Net Discount Rate

Years of Income to be Replaced

Discount Factor (From Table)

Current Annual Income to be Replaced

Income Replacement Amount

Income Replacement Calculator 

What’s your future earning potential worth in today’s dollars? How much money would it actually take 

to replace your income assuming a rate of return that money could earn, and considering the eroding 

impact of inflation? The worksheet below will assist you in determining the value of your earning 

potential and help you evaluate the risk associated with death prior to a planned retirement date.  



STEP 1 - INDICATE YOUR PREFERENCE

1. The idea of leaving an inheritance is important to me—either for my

family or a charitable organization. I would want to do this in an efficient

manner.

Agree Disagree 

2. It’s important that my life insurance policy is there if needed in the future

to help provide resources to pay for long-term care or chronic illness

expenses. (Be sure to complete Part III if your answer is “agree.")
Agree Disagree 

3. I would prefer the least expensive type of life insurance, even though my

benefits will expire at some point in the future.
Agree Disagree 

4. I only need life insurance for a limited period of time (i.e., until my

mortgage is paid, children finish college, or other financial obligations are

met).

Agree Disagree 

5. If I die prior to my spouse during retirement, I want to ensure that he or

she receives a life insurance death benefit to help offset social security or

other retirement benefits lost at my death.

Agree Disagree 

6. When I die, I want my family to receive a life insurance benefit that will

create a stream of income that will help maintain their life style.
Agree Disagree 

7. Regardless of how long I may live, it’s important for me to have my life

insurance in place when I die.
Agree Disagree 

8. I don’t want to commit to permanent insurance today; however, I’d like to

have the right to convert term coverage into permanent coverage in the

future should my situation change without having to undergo additional

medical screening.

Agree Disagree 

Based on your answers above, your score is _________

2 
Part II: Insurance Portfolio Allocation

Some people feel they need life insurance for a certain period of time – just long enough to meet their responsibilities 

for those who depend on them. This is typically done with term insurance. Others, however, recognize that owning 

some form of life insurance for their entire lives can provide them with added protection and flexibility as they prepare 

for possibilities. This is typically done with permanent insurance. 

Many people find their objectives are best met with a combination of term and permanent insurance. This part of the

questionnaire will help you gain insight into how you feel about your specific situation. Your scores will be calculated 

for you as you go through the questions. 

2 



Term Policy Type Description 

10 and 15 Year Term 
The more affordable choices, generally most appropriate for short-term needs or when the owner expects to 
convert to a permanent policy in the future. 

20 Year Term1 
Provides coverage for longer term needs and the flexibility to convert over a longer period of time than 10 or 15 
year term. 

30 Year Term2
 Costs more than 10, 15 or 20 year term insurance and provides longer term coverage duration.

0 POINTS 

100% m

1-2 POINTS 

75% Term

50% Term 

3-5 points

25% Te6-7 POINTS 

8 POINTS
Clearly you’re concerned 

about protecting those 

who depend on you; 

however, today you feel 

you only want coverage for 

a limited period of time. 

Based on your answers,  a 

100%  term portfolio with 

the option of future 

conversion should be 

considered based on your 

answers. The next section 

will help you understand 

which permanent policy 

you may want to consider 

converting to in the future. 

You recognize the 

importance of owning life 

insurance throughout 

your entire life; however, 

you also acknowledge 

that your biggest concern 

is protecting those who 

depend on you during 

your working years.  

An insurance portfolio 

with mostly term 

insurance and a small 

amount of permanent 

insurance should be 

considered based on your 

answers. 

Your answers show that 

you appreciate both the 

benefits of permanent 

insurance and term 

insurance.  

An insurance portfolio 

consisting of equal 

amounts of term and 

permanent protection 

should be considered 

based on your answers. 

Protecting those who 

depend on you for your 

entire lifetime— 

regardless of how long 

you may live—is most 

important to you.  

Your preferences 

indicate that an 

insurance portfolio 

consisting mostly of 

permanent insurance 

should be considered 

based on your answers. 

You want lifetime 

protection, to leave a 

legacy and to protect your 

spouse’s retirement 

income.  

An insurance portfolio  

of 100% permanent life 

insurance should be 

considered based on your 

answers. 

There are a variety of term policies with guaranteed level premiums for a specific period of time. After the level premium period, the premiums 

increase significantly each year. During the level period you can generally convert your term policy to a permanent policy with no additional 

medical questions. Conditions may vary depending on each individual carrier’s specifications. Below are some of the typical term lengths. 

1Generally not available after age 70. 2Generally not available after age 55. 
3
40-year generally not available after age 45.

100% Term 75% Term 
25% Permanent 

50% Term 
50% Permanent 

25% Term 
75% Permanent 

100% Permanent 
 

A newer option, costs more than the shorter term options, but provides the longest term coverage duration.35 and 40 Year Term3
 



STEP 2 - INDICATE YOUR PREFERENCE

1. I prefer the guarantee of knowing exactly what
my insurance policy premium and death benefit
will be, even though I may not be able to change it
in the future.

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

2. I would like to have the flexibility to increase or
decrease my premium payment, even though
doing so may have an impact on my policy’s
performance and guarantees (if applicable).

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

3. I would like my life insurance policy cash value
to grow and eventually be worth more than the
cumulative premiums that I’ve paid, even though
it may require a higher initial premium outlay.

Strongly 
Agree Agree Unsure Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

4. It’s important for me to find additional ways to
set money aside on a tax-free or tax-deferred basis
to meet my long term retirement goals.

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

5. I prefer the type of policy that has cash value. I
would like to know that my policy cash value is
guaranteed regardless of future performance of
interest rates and stock markets.

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

6. I prefer the type of policy that has cash value. I
am willing to accept some risk for more potential
policy cash value growth;  I understand, however,
that a declining market may require additional
premium in the future to keep my policy in place
and that any investment into a variable insurance
policy is subject to market risk including loss of
principal.

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

Based on your selections above, your score is: 

Many people find that owning some term insurance is an effective way to protect their families and others 
who depend on them, particularly for the short term. Many of these same people, however, also want the 

added protection and flexibility of permanent insurance but are unsure as to which type is appropriate for 

their situation. 

The most appropriate type of permanent insurance for you is based on your preferences and attitudes 

toward a range of factors such as risk preference, flexibility, guarantees and your retirement and legacy 

objectives. Use this questionnaire to gain insight into how you feel about your situation. 



BELOW 59 POINTS: 
Your answers show that you favor guaranteed death benefit protection over the potential for cash 
value growth. You should discuss with your financial representative how universal life insurance 
with secondary guarantees should be considered based on your situation. 

59 – 62  POINTS: 

Your answers show that you generally prefer guaranteed death benefit protection, yet you 
may want to consider a policy that has some element of cash value growth. Working with your financial 
representative, you should consider universal life or whole life insurance to determine what policy best 
fits your situation. 

63 – 67  POINTS: 
Your answers show that you prefer a policy that has both guaranteed death benefit protection as well 
as a guaranteed form of cash value growth. You should discuss with your financial representative how 
whole life insurance should be considered based on your situation. 

68 – 72  POINTS: 

You said you would prefer a policy with the potential for cash value growth, yet you also may be unsure 
about taking risk with your policy values. Working with your financial representative, you should 
consider whole life insurance. In addition, you can also discuss the potential risks, benefits and 
investment options available with indexed universal life and variable universal life to determine what 
policy best fits your situation. 

OVER 72 POINTS: 
You clearly prefer a policy that has cash value with the potential for growth associated with the stock 
market. Working with your financial representative, you should discuss the potential risks, benefits and 
investment options available with variable universal life insurance. 

AVAILABLE LIFE POLICIES BASED ON YOUR ANSWERS ABOVE 

Whole Life 
Whole life insurance has guaranteed level premiums, guaranteed cash value and guaranteed death benefits. 
Whole life is also eligible to receive annual dividends. Dividends are not guaranteed; however, if paid they 
may increase the cash value and death benefits over time. 

Universal Life 

Universal life insurance is a more flexible type of permanent life insurance policy in which the death benefit 
and premiums can be adjusted as the policy owner’s circumstances change. The cash value of a universal 
life insurance policy accumulates based on the amount of premium paid and an interest rate that is 
declared periodically by the insurance company. 

Indexed Universal 
Life 

Indexed universal life insurance is a type of universal life insurance that enables you to choose an index 
crediting strategy that allows the cash value to grow based, in part, on the positive movement of a stock 
market index. The policy includes a cap (maximum amount of indexed interest that can be credited to the 
policy) and a floor (the minimum amount of indexed interest that can be credited to the policy). The floor 
never goes lower than zero. 

Variable Universal 
Life 

Variable universal life insurance is a type of universal life insurance where the cash value component of the 
policy can be allocated into separate accounts that can fluctuate in value, similar to mutual funds. Under 
this type of policy, cash value accumulates based on the performance of those investments. Since it is tied 
to the performance of the investment options, the cash value has the potential to both gain or lose value. 



STEP I: Of the following 3 statements select the one you agree with the most:

1. I’m worried about future extended care needs, but my health may prevent me from
qualifying for a policy that provides this coverage.

Agree Disagree 

2. My primary interest is in a policy that can be customized, has deductible premiums,
and where available qualifies for state partnership program to avoid spending down
all my assets. I understand with this form of coverage the premiums can increase, and
my heirs will not receive any benefit back if I do not have a claim.

Agree Disagree 

3. I’m concerned about future extended care needs, but I’m not convinced that a policy
providing only care coverage is the solution for me. It’s important that my heirs
receive a benefit if I do not have a claim even if this means the premiums are not
deductible as a medical expense.

Agree Disagree 

INSTRUCTIONS: The selection of the statement that you agree with the most will help you to determine 

whether you prefer a traditional standalone long-term care product or one of the newer products that combines 

a life insurance or annuity product with an extended care rider.  

1. If you selected this statement, this signifies that your product options may be limited to an annuity or life
product where the extended care benefit is not underwritten at the time of application. You should discuss the
concerns with your financial advisor to determine what product, if any, are available.

2. Selecting this statement indicates that care needs are your primary concern and that you want the flexibility to
customize your extended care benefits that come with a traditional long-term care product.

3. If you selected this statement, this indicates that you desire a linked benefit product that combines a life
insurance product with a long-term care or chronic care rider.

Please proceed to STEP II.

  If you selected statement 1 or 2  STOP 

2 3 Part III: Extended Care Expenses
 

Have you thought about what would happen if you needed care for an extended period of time? The costs 

can threaten a lifetime of savings. Caregiving can place a significant physical and financial burden on family 

members that many want to avoid. If you want to avoid burdening your family, then you should consider the 

purchase of some form of extended care coverage. 

Today many types of extended care products are available in the market. The most appropriate product 

depends on your attitude to a range of preferences. Use this questionnaire to gain insight into the product 

that best matches your preferences. 



STEP II: Proceed only If you selected statement 3 of SECTION I.

1. I feel confident that I can manage expenses for temporary conditions such as cancer

recovery, mild stroke, or orthopedic repairs, but do not want to burden my family

with providing care for a chronic permanent condition.

Agree Disagree 

2. I do not want my family to be burdened by the expense or stress of providing for care

for either permanent or temporary conditions.

Agree Disagree 

3. I want the extra consumer protection provisions that extend reinstatement rights,

protects against unintentional lapse, and extends benefits that are required of a long-

term care rider, but not required of a chronic illness rider.

Agree Disagree 

4. I’m contemplating owning the policy in an irrevocable trust to shelter the proceeds

from death taxes and creditors.

Agree Disagree 

5. I prefer to receive the monthly benefit amount as a cash benefit, so I can spend it as I

see fit.

Agree Disagree 

6. I’d rather have the benefits received as a reimbursement to actual expenses incurred.
Agree Disagree 

7. I believe that my family’s need for death benefit protection is greater than my risk of

having a future long-term care condition.

Agree Disagree 

8. It’s more important that I receive a larger benefit amount to cover my long-term care

expenses than it is to provide my family with a death benefit.

Agree Disagree 

9. I prefer a policy that includes a care coordination benefit where professionals arrange

or coordinate necessary services.

Agree Disagree 

10. It’s important that the policy provide international benefits.
Agree Disagree 

11. I’m concerned about the impact of inflation on the cost of care, so I want this to be

taken into consideration in designing my policy.

Agree Disagree 

12

  If you agree with statements 2 and 3 continue.  Otherwise  STOP

12. I am comfortable paying a larger annual premium or even a single premium if it means
I’m not paying premiums for my entire lifetime.

Agree Disagree 

Based on your selections above, your score is:  _________



0 POINTS: 

Chronic Illness Rider 
Indemnity Benefit 

Your answers show that you’re satisfied with the limited care benefits of a Chronic Illness Rider on a policy 
providing a death benefit for your family. Most Chronic riders limit care benefit to permanent conditions, 
but some cover temporary as well. If you agreed with 2 you prefer a rider that covers both conditions. If 
you agreed with 1 you’re fine with limiting care benefits to conditions that are permanent. Either way, 
once diagnosed with a qualifying illness, pay-out is in cash, as an acceleration of death benefit, without 
the need to prove the expenses relate to the chronic condition. The benefit amount depends on the type 
of pay-out; whether it is based on a percentage of death benefit, discounted, or lien. 

1 – 3 POINTS: 

Long-Term Care Rider 
Indemnity Benefit 

Your answers indicate you want a policy that includes the Long-Term Care form of rider along with 
death benefit coverage. Long-term care riders cover both temporary and permanent conditions. You 
also said you prefer the form of rider that pays benefits in cash (indemnity) without the need to 
provide monthly bills that prove the expenses. The amount paid out with this form of rider is typically 
limited to the lesser of a percentage of death benefit or the IRS per diem. 

4 – 5 POINTS:

Long-Term Care Rider 
Reimbursement 

Benefit 

Your answers show that you prefer the Long-Term Care form of rider along with a death benefit. 
However, you prefer the form of rider that reimburses qualified expenses incurred limited only by the 
monthly benefit defined in the policy.

6 – 9 POINTS:

Long-Term Care Rider 
Asset-Based 

This option indicates that you prefer a policy that provides minimal death benefit where an extended 
Long-Term Care benefit is provided once the death benefit is fully paid out. Additionally, these products 
are guaranteed against premium increases and many include a return of premium feature. Most of these 
policies structure payments as reimbursement, but there are a few indemnity products.   

Now that you’ve completed all three steps, you’re nearly finished! 

Because each step in the questionnaire covers a different aspect of your needs, preferences, and attitudes, we can get 

an accurate view of your situation, which enables us to provide recommendations. Go to the next page to get your 

personalized analysis which will summarize how you answered the various questions and give you the next steps and 

options for proceeding. 

VIEW SUMMARY 



PREPARED FOR: _____________________________ RELATIONSHIP: ___________________________________ 

ON THE LIFE OF: _____________________________ SEX:        M         F 

CURRENT AGE: _____________________________ SMOKER:        No     Yes 

HEALTH:  _____________________________   (excellent, good, average, poor) 

TOTAL INSURANCE NEEDED (Part 1)

RECOMMENDED INSURANCE PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION (Part 2)

RECOMMENDED PERMANENT INSURANCE PRODUCT (Part 2) 

RECOMMENDED EXTENDED CARE INSURANCE PRODUCT (Part 3)

This questionnaire is designed to provide general guidance only. You should consult with their own financial professionals in order to 

make a final determination regarding what type and amount of life insurance to purchase. The information contained in this document 

is not intended to (and cannot) be used by anyone to avoid IRS penalties. This document supports the promotion and marketing of 

insurance products. You should seek advice based on your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

Any discussion of taxes herein or related to this document is for general information purposes only and does not purport to be complete 

or cover every situation. Tax law is subject to interpretation and legislative change. Tax results and the appropriateness of any product 

for any specific taxpayer may vary depending on the facts and circumstances. You should consult with and rely on your own 

independent legal and tax advisors regarding your particular set of facts and circumstances. 

Most insurance policies contain exclusions, limitations, reductions of benefits, and terms for keeping them in force. There is no 

guarantee that any of the variable investment options in this product will meet its stated goals or objectives. The cash value is subject 

to market fluctuations so that, when withdrawn, it may be worth more or less than its original value. Guarantees are based on the 

claims paying ability and financial strength of the issuing insurance company. 

Your representative will be glad to discuss any of these topics with you and provide you with costs and complete details. 

Part 1 gives you a solid estimate of

your total insurance need based on 

the information you provided 

about your financial obligations, 

goals, and existing insurance or 

other liquidity sources.   

Part 2 suggests the best ratio of

term and permanent insurance and 
what type you should consider 

acquiring based on the answers you 

provided about your financial 

situation.  

1 2 3 
Part 3 outlines the type of

extended care product that might

be appropriate for you based on 

your preferences concerning risk 

and other attitudes regarding your 

unique situation. 

PERSONAL SUMMARY & ANALYSIS 

Diversified Brokerage Services, Inc. ▪ 5501 Excelsior Blvd., Minneapolis, MN 55416 ▪ www.dbs-lifemark.com ▪ 800.869.1DBS 

http://www.dbs-lifemark.com/
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